Abstract. A virtual doodle is an equivalence class of virtual diagrams under an equivalence relation generated by flat version of classical Reidemesiter moves and virtual Reidemsiter moves such that Reidemeister moves of type 3 are forbidden. In this paper we discuss colorings of virtual diagrams using an algebra, called a doodle switch, and define an invariant of virtual doodles. Besides usual colorings of diagrams, we also introduce doubled colorings.
Introduction
A virtual diagram is a generically immersed closed 1-manifold in R 2 such that some of the crossings are decorated by small circles. Crossings are called virtual crossings when they are decorated by small circles; otherwise, they are called real crossings. The local moves, R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , depicted in Figure 1 are flat version of classical Reidemeister moves and the moves, V R 1 , . . . , V R 4 , are flat version of virtual Reidemeister moves. We assume that virtual diagrams are oriented. (Orientations are omitted in Figure 1 .) A virtual doodle is an equivalence class of virtual diagrams under an equivalence relation generated by R 1 , R 2 , V R 1 , V R 2 , V R 3 and V R 4 .
Figure 1. Moves
The doodle was originally introduced by the second author and P. Taylor in [6] as a homotopy class of a collection of embedded circles in S 2 with no triple or higher intersection points. M. Khovanov [10] extended the idea to allow each component to be an immersed circle in S 2 . It was further extended to doodles on surfaces in [1] . The notion of a virtual doodle was introduced in [1] and it was shown that there is a natural bijection between Date: September 13, 2018. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Numbers JP15K04879 and JP26287013.
the set of doodles on surfaces and the set of virtual doodles. For details and related topics on doodles, refer to [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11] .
We introduce an algebra, a doodle switch, which is a set with a binary operation whose axioms correspond to R 1 and R 2 moves.
For a virtual diagram D, the fundamental doodle switch FDS(D) is defined. It is an invariant of D as a virtual doodle. Let T be a doodle switch. Colorings of a virtual diagram D by using T correspond to homomorphisms from FDS(D) to T . Thus the cardinality of colorings by T is an invariant of a virtual doodle.
For a virtual diagram D, we introduce a doodle switch called the doubled fundamental doodle switch, denoted by DFDS(D). It is also an invariant of D as a virtual doodle. We introduce a doubled coloring of a virtual diagram D by a doodle switch T . It corresponds to a homomorphism from DFDS(D) to T .
In Section 4, we introduced the notion of a double covering of a virtual diagram, which is inspired by a double covering of a virtual or twisted link diagram in [8, 9] . We show that if two virtual diagrams are equivalent as virtual doodles then double coverings of them are also equivalent as virtual doodles. It turns out that the doubled fundamental doodle switch of a virtual diagram D is isomorphic to the fundamental doodle switch of a double covering D.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we define a doodle switch. The fundamental doodle switch and a coloring of a virtual diagram are introduced. In Section 3 we define the doubled fundamental doodle switch and a doubled coloring of a virtual diagram. In Section 4 we introduce a double covering D of a virtual diagram D, and prove that if D and D ′ are equivalent as virtual doodles then so are D and D ′ . It is proved that the doubled fundamental doodle switch of a virtual diagram D is isomorphic to the fundamental doodle switch of a double covering D.
Doodle switches
Definition 2.1. A doodle switch is a set X with a binary operation (x, y) → x · y such that, for all a, b ∈ X, the following conditions are satisfied:
We call the conditions (1)-(2) Axioms of a doodle switch. A doodle switch (X, ·) is denoted by X when it causes no confusion. It is often more convenient and preferred to denote x · y by x y . (The symbol x y is used in [4, 5] for racks.) Let X be a doodle switch. Let τ : X 2 → X 2 , (x, y) → (y, x), for x, y ∈ X, be the transposition. By definition of S,
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a doodle switch.
(1) There exists a unique binary operation • :
There exists a unique binary operation · −1 :
There exists a unique binary operation
Proof.
(1) Define binary operations • 1 and
(2) For x, y ∈ X, by Axiom (2), there is a unique element u with u · y = x. Let
We show that (
If * is a binary operation with (x * y)
Let t : X → X be a unary operation with t(x) = x · x for x ∈ X. By Axioms (1) and (2), we see that t is a bijection and S(a, a) = (t(a), t(a)) and
In what follows, when we discuss a doodle switch we assume that the operations · −1 , •, • −1 and t are automatically equipped with.
For a virtual diagram D, removing an open regular neighbourhood of every real crossing, we obtain a collection of oriented immersed arcs and loops in R 2 , whose crossings are virtual crossings of D. Such an arc or loop is called a semiarc of D.
The fundamental doodle switch of D, denoted by FDS(D), is the doodle switch generated by letters corresponding to the semiarcs of D and the defining relations are coming from each real crossing as follows: Let a, b, c, d be the letters corresponding to the 4 semiarcs around a real crossing as in Figure 2 Here the multiplication matrix A of a binary operation · on {x i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} means an n × n-square matrix A = (A ij ) with
Let T ′ and T ′′ be doodle switches with 3 elements presented by the following matrices A ′ and A ′′ respectively: Let U be the unknot. Let d 3,1 be the virtual diagram depicted in Figure 6 , which corresponds to an immersed circle in a surface with Gauss word abcb −1 a −1 c −1 introduced by Carter [3] . Let d 4,1 , . . . , d 4,6 be virtual diagrams depicted in Figure 7 . 
Figure 7. Examples of virtual diagrams
The coloring numbers of these virtual diagrams by T , T ′ and T ′′ are listed in Table 1 . Table 2 , where x 1 , . . . , x 8 are semiarcs of d 4,1 as in Figure 8 . For example, the doodle switch T in Example 2.5 satisfies this condition, and T ′ and T ′′ do not. The diagrams d 4,1 and d 4,4 are related by an R 3 move, and they are distinguished by using the coloring number by T ′ .
Doubled colorings
In this section we introduce a doubled coloring of a virtual diagram D. We can consider some notions of 'doubled coloring'. The notion we introduce here is one of them, which is inspired by a double covering of a virtual/twisted link in [8, 9] . For the sake of convenience, we call x (or x) the upper generator (or lower generator) associated to a semiarc.
For a virtual diagram D and a doodle switch T , a doubled coloring of D by T is a map from the set of letters, i.e., upper and lower generators, to T such that the relations We prove this theorem in the next section. Table 3 . 
Double coverings for virtual diagrams
In this section, we introduce the notion of a double covering D of a virtual diagram D, which is inspired by a double covering of a virtual or twisted link diagram in [8, 9] . We show that if D and D ′ are equivalent as virtual doodles then so are their double coverings (Theorem 4.1). Thus the double covering is well-defined for a virtual doodle. It turns out that the doubled fundamental doodle switch of D is isomorphic to the fundamental doodle switch of a double covering D (Theorem 4.2) .
Let D be a virtual diagram. Put two points on two semiarcs around each real crossing of D as in Figure 11 . We call the points cut points. The set of cut points of D is denoted by P D and is called the cut system of D. (We do not introduce cut points to virtual crossings.) Let D and D ′ be virtual diagrams such that D ′ is obtained from D by a local move depicted in Figure 1 . Let U be a disc in R 2 where the the local move is applied to D, U * the reflection image of U , and let N be the smallest convex disc containing U and U * .
First we consider an R 1 move depicted in the most left and the second left of Figure 15 . 
